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Welcome to Women Writing the West and our 2017 Catalog of Authors’ Books. We take this opportunity to introduce you to books written by WWW authors about the American West. In the catalog, you’ll find fiction and non-fiction, historical and contemporary, books by men and women, young and older writers, and from every part of the West, from Washington State to Maine; from California to Texas. Our inspiration for the WILLA Literary Awards, Willa Cather, once said, “Let your fiction grow out of the land beneath your feet.” The authors of the books in this catalog tell their stories of women in the West in a way that does, indeed, honor the land.

WWW is an inclusive organization that supports male and female authors, editors, agents, publishers, and others who document the role of women in the American West. It was founded in 1994 for the same reasons folks still join—to share the support and comfort of writers who understand the challenges and triumphs that a good book produces or that great writing brings. At the annual writing conference, we present the WILLA Literary Awards, which are open to all authors who write about women’s experiences in the West. Awards are given in seven categories for book-length works: The LAURA Short Fiction Awards, named to honor Laura Ingalls Wilder, recognizes fiction of fewer than 5,000 words written by WWW members. The 2017 conference will be October 26-29 at Loew’s Ventana Canyon Resort in the foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains in Tucson, Arizona. I encourage you to connect with us on Facebook and visit our website, WomenWritingtheWest.org. You will find information on membership and activities. Once you join, you’ll benefit from our Yahoo listserv, where news is shared and the WWW community connects.

Welcome to Women Writing the West and our 2017 Catalog of Authors’ Books. The 2017 conference will be October 26-29, at Loew’s Ventana Canyon Resort in the foothills of the Santa Catalina Mountains in Tucson, Arizona. This catalog is published annually as a service to our members, providing educational and industry information to our membership and those in the publishing community. Women Writing the West is a non-profit organization of writers and other professionals writing and promoting the Women’s West. Women Writing the West is a Colorado non-profit corporation and is tax exempt pursuant to IRC 501(c)(3).
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Banning, Lynna
Printer in Petticoats
Romantic tale of two competing newspaper printers in a small Oregon town, 1870.
lynnabanning.net

Smoke River Family
ISBN: 978-0-373-29856-3 Harlequin Historicals
Story of bereaved small-town doctor and his visiting concert pianist sister-in-law in Smoke River, Oregon, 1871.
lynnabanning.net

Cox, Patricia Grady
Charn Creek
2015 Finalist, Historical Fiction - New Mexico/Arizona Book Awards. Three unlikely friends face ghosts, guns, love and loss in this gritty story of Territorial Arizona and Navajo history.
patriciagradycox.com

Dan, Barbara
Home is Where the Heart Is
Heartwarming, humorous Western romance, 1873. Hired as rancher Sam Galagher's housekeeper, Meg travels West on Orphan train. Arroyo, three bumbling wards in tow. Thus begins Meg's adventure as a housewife/mother on the frontier.
babaradan.com

Dawdy, Arletta
Huachuca Woman
ISBN: 978-1-4794-4534-6 CreateSpace/Kindle
Josephine Nichols, in 1952, reveals details of her life by re-telling old family stories. Her adult grandchildren get more than they dreamt of, bargained for, or knew.
arlettadawdy.com

By Grace
ISBN: 978-1-4792-7047-0 CreateSpace/Kindle
In 1899, Grace leaves Albany to seek her vocation in NYC, studying jewelry design at Tiffany's. Fleeing death threats, Grace heads West, often changing her identity and appearance.
arlettadawdy.com

Rose of Sharon
ISBN: 978-1-5123-3492-8 CreateSpace/Kindle
Orphaned, lost and in need of family, Rose of Sharon finds hope only to lose it again. Rose's paranormal and writing gifts set her apart as she moves towards fulfillment.
arlettadawdy.com
Fisher, Janet
The Shifting Winds
ISBN: 978-1-4930-1884-0
TwoDot/Globe Pequot Press
Jennie Haviland, a reluctant young pioneer woman transplanted from New York to a disputed 1840s Oregon Territory, confronts two rivals who vie for her as their nations vie for Oregon.
janetfishernovels.com

Gooch, Margaret
Only the Sky
ISBN: 978-1-4537-9214-8
CreateSpace/Kindle
Romance beckons a rancher’s daughter and her foreman, but festering wrong urges vengeance. Will the code of violence play out in typical Western fashion or can peace, through love, prevail?

Hobbs, Bonnie
Sweet Justice
ISBN: 978-1-5092-0553-0
Cactus Rose/Wild Rose Press
Betrayal drives Rachel Logan home to Arizona Territory. Kolbjorn Hawk returns from prison to find justice for an unsolved murder that shattered his life. Neither expected love.
bobbinhobbs.com

Isenberg, Jane
The Bones and the Book
ISBN: 978-0-98401092-9
Oconee Spirit Press
WILLA winner. “The lives of Aliza and Rachel in 1900 and 1965 Seattle are beautifully woven together as each discovers her strengths as a woman and a Jew.” – Sharan Newman
janeisenberg.com

Jager, Paty
Double Duplicity
Windtree Press
On the eve of the biggest art event at Huckleberry Mountain Resort, potter Shandra Higheagle finds herself in the middle of a murder investigation.
patyjager.net

Kirkpatrick, Jane
A Light in the Wilderness
Baker Publishing Group/Revell
2015 WILLA Literary Award Winner. Based on true story of African-American woman who crosses 1845 Oregon Trail with white, common-law husband and friends; prevails in hostile territory.
jkbooks.com

The Memory Weaver
ISBN: 978-0-8007-2232-6
Baker Publishing Group/Revell
Spur Award Finalist. Based on true story. Eliza Spalding Warren survived both the 1847 Whitman tragedy and hostage-taking. As an adult, will she find courage to weave new memories?
jkbooks.com

This Road We Traveled
Baker Publishing Group/Revell
1846 — What would you do if your family headed West but thought you too old, too lame to go? Get named “The Mother of Oregon” 100 years later? Yes!
jkbooks.com

Mayo, C.M.
Sky Over El Nido: Stories
ISBN: 978-0-8203-2119-6
University of Georgia Press
Winner of the Flannery O’Connor Award. “A remarkable literary debut…tastily fashioned prose, alive with myriad turns of phrase as on-target as they are idiosyncratic” – Publisher’s Weekly

cmmayo.com

The Last Prince of the Mexican Empire
Unbridled Books
A Library Journal Best Book of 2009. A novel based on the true story, a “swashbuckling, riotous good time, befitting the fairy-tale promise of the opening sentence” – Austin-American Statesman
cmmayo.com

The Doctors and Their Wives
ISBN: 978-0-87108-123-0
University of Oklahoma Press
Winner of the John and Virginia King Award for Outstanding Achievement in Literary Nonfiction

The Jemicy and Von Steuben Series: Book Three
University of Oklahoma Press
Available in trade paperback and ebook
WINDTREEPRESS.COM

Elizabeth Grayson
Winner of the RIT Career Achievement Award for American Historical Fiction

The Women’s West
WINNER of the Women’s West Writers of the American Frontier Awards

Twice a Willa Cathey Literary Award Finalist

Romance Writers of America Rita Award Finalist

www.elizabethgrayson.com

Shandra Higheagle Mysteries

Mystery, romance, small town, and Native American heritage combine to make a compelling read.
–eburndale
Available in print and ebook
PATTYJAGER.NET
WINDTREEPRESS.COM

From award-winning author
Karen Casey Fitzjerral

Named to Kirkus Reviews Best Books of 2015
Will Rogers Gold Medalion Award and EPIC eBook Award

“What small wonder that the book already won the Will Rogers Gold Medalion. Stellar fiction about hard living during the Depression.” – Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

What happens to Effie Beck, by chance, gives ordinary people who are desperate to hold on to little scraps of dignity during the Depression something other than lost self-respect to strew over.

www.karencaseyfitzjerral.com
kcfitzjerral@gmail.com

Also by this author:
EPIC eBook Award-Winning
The Chleaning Season

Forgiving Effie Beck
Karen Casey Fitzjerral
McLennan, Alison L.
Ophelia’s War: The Secret Story of a Mormon
Turned Maslan
ISBN 9781432831882 Five Star Frontier Fiction
The priceless ruby necklace given to a fifteen-year-old frontier girl by her dying mother isn’t easily given away, nor is her virginity. But Ophelia must choose between them.
alisonstorries.com

Noonan, C.J.
The House on Harrington’s Hill
ISBN 9780977000558 Suil Kir Press
In Sierra Nevada 1910 Truckee, lively characters capture the well-paced drama facing indescribable Mary Edwards as 20th century California transforms from frontier to modern economy.
cjnoonan.com

Pann, Victoria
Only the Mountains
ISBN 9780993613704 Trailside Publishing
Year 2546: Native American descendants now control most of the Rockies and Plains. A woman attempts to cross their land. “...a successful blend of future history, adventure, and romance.” – Kirkus Reviews
victoriapan.com

Read, June Willson
Whistle Creek and Other Wyoming Tales
ISBN 978-0-9861790-5-1 Alabaster Book Publishing
Growing up on a Wyoming cattle ranch provided experiences and memories that mixed well with a vivid imagination. Walk those hills with me and enjoy adventures amid the western setting.
juneread.com

Schroeder, Anne
Cholama Moon
A young woman comes of age in 1960s California. Heart-felt and real. A well researched and finely documented historical fiction.
anneschroederauthor.com

Squires, Janet
Desperate Straits
An immigrant Irish girl and a veteran lawman battle for their lives when they stand between one man’s obsession and the Lost Adams gold.
janettesquiresbooks.com

Trimble, Mary E.
Tenderfoot
ISBN 97809801931954 ShelterGraphics
Orion’s life is about to erupt, right along with Mount St. Helens. Rancher J McClure has a fire burning within. Love, ranching and an erupting mountain collide together.
marytrimblebooks.com

Wallace, Louise Lenahan
Children of the Day
In Wyoming Territory, Charity encountering drought, blizzards, and a rattlesnake. Since the snake’s ability to slough off its skin, she cannot shed her past, her present, or her heart.
louiselena@wallace.com

In 1982, an adventurous San Francisco socialite becomes Fresno Rusie, a saloon piano player. Her alliance with Nellie Cashman, a prominent brothel-keeper, takes them to a Mexican jail, and on to Dawson City’s frozen creeks in the 1899 Klondike Gold Rush. Rose pursues dreams of wealth and adventure, postponing romance until a disaster turns everything upside down.

“Read this book only when you can finish it all at one time! You will go so far wanting what happens next and yet back up to read it. I felt like I was experiencing all she action myself.” ***** Amazon Review

“Trimbles and Thistles has everything - the old west, love, a good story and characters that felt like I’ve known them forever.” — Readers’ Favorite Review

“Shanna Hatfield”
Shannahatfield.com
Shanna Hatfield
““The sweet love story of family and adaptability is heartwarming and filled with laughter, tears, emotion, and love.” — The Romance Reviews

"Would you like to be an author?"
Arizona Territory, 1887...

An immigrant Irish girl and a veteran lawman battle for their lives when they stand between one man’s obsession and the Lost Adams gold.

Desperate Straits

Janet Squires

Paperback and Ebook Available from Amazon and Barnes & Noble
Autographed copies available from OutWest
www.outwesttmkrg.com

Award Winning WWW Authors

Jamie Lee Forbes was raised on a family ranch in southeastern Wyoming. She graduated from the University of Colorado with honors in 1977 and then lived in Israel until 1996, when she returned to her family’s ranch and raised her own family over the next fifteen years. Today, she writes and practices law in Greensboro, North Carolina. Follow her on Facebook and Twitter and at jamie.isafforbes.com

THE WIDOW SMALLS & OTHER STORIES
2015 Winner of the High Plains Book Award

Thirty years of hard work, from rancher Paul Small's marriage, to his divorce, and then to his new wife Joy, have left him a man with a heart full of love and a soul filled with passion. But when he meets Leah, a beautiful and independent woman, his world is turned upside down. With Joy's love still burning within him, he must decide whether to stay with Leah or return to the past and try to win back Joy's heart.

Other stories feature characters including star-crossed lovers, young ranchers facing their first test of moral courage, and a father making one last gift for his daughter's love. Each will pull readers into their stories and keep them turning the pages.

2011 WILLA Award Winner UNBROKEN

Ranching is a life of extremes, perhaps even more so on the high plains near Laramie, Wyoming. And no one knows that better than Green Swan, who married both her husband Will and his family ranch. Meg Haidam, an orphaned girl from across the river, is determined to leave the past behind and make a good life for them. But there is little time for reflection as everyone's part in the wheel of the seasons: bringing blessings and triumphs and a rough road for all concerned.

Dawn Wink is a writer whose work explores the beauty and tensions of language, culture, and place. Co-author with Joan Wink of Teaching Passionately: What’s Love Got To Do With It? Wink created a literary, educational blog community, Deseret. (DawnWink.wordpress.com) Associate professor at Santa Fe Community College, Wink lives with her family in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Follow her on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram and at DawnWink.com

Meadowlark
Finalist for the 2014 WILLA Award, The 2014 High Plains Book Award and The 2014 Arizona-New Mexico Book Award

Based on a true story, the author provides a crystal clear window into the lives of some of the early settlers on the plains of South Dakota. In 1911, sixteen-year-old Gena finds the same hopes and dreams as any other bride for a future built on love, commitment, and family. But she knows that ranching on the prairie—where the skies soar so deeply—will require years of perseverance, hard work, and suffering. What she doesn’t expect is how quickly she will be required to confront these threats in her heart and her soul.

Coming Soon... LOVE STONES, A Memoir

Raised on a cattle ranch in southeastern Arizona, Dawn Wink’s childhood revolved around family, the land, and the independence of all. Wink assumed those rhythms would continue throughout her life. When her marriage ends, and all of her deeply held Truths about life crumble away, she works to create an life unmarred. Love Stones is a journey of love, grief, loss, and beauty—a journey to the self, and back again.

Available from your Favorite Bookseller or Signed copies from the Authors via their Websites
Wand, Helen E.

*Where Eagles Nest: The Second Wave of Pioneers*


Based on a true story, this novel captures the adventures of past times. Readers will laugh, cry, and rejoice with the protagonists as they build a homestead and a community.

helenwandbooks.com

Weston, Julie

**Moonshadows**


Frontier Fiction

Murder and mystery in 1920s backcountry Idaho. “Secrets are the fuel of all fiction—prepare for Moonshadows to burn brightly in a gorgeously written, taut mystery.” – Ridley Pearson

julieweston.com

**Basque Moon**


Frontier Fiction

More murder and mystery in 1920s backcountry Idaho where Nellie Burns “survives and thrives in a world of rough, violent men who cannot comprehend ... an emancipated woman.” – John Rember

julieweston.com

Williams, Alethea

**Naapipoaan Winter**

ISBN: 978-1-952275265  C.A. Williams

Western historical Naapipoaan Winter follows an abducted New Mexican woman and a Hudson’s Bay trader and their difficulties among the Piikâni people in the final years of the eighteenth century.

aletheawilliams.weebly.com

Fisher, Janet

**A Place of Her Own: The Legacy of Oregon Pioneer Martha Poindexter Maupin**


Martha defies her parents to marry Garrett Maupin and takes the Oregon Trail west. When he dies, leaving her alone on the frontier, she buys a farm on her own.

janetfishernovels.com

---

**Three generations of Brown women travel west together on the Oregon Trail, but each seeks something different. When the trail divides, a decision must be made that could bring survival or tragedy. The challenges faced will form the character of one woman—and impact the future for many more.**

"Dramatic and suspenseful, This Road We Traveled is an unforgettable story of hardship, survival, and the bonds of family. Tabby’s indomitable spirit proves that women, as well as men, helped tame the West.”

—Suzanne Woods Fisher, bestselling author of Anna’s Crossing

---

**Photographer Nellie Burns and her black Lab Moonshines discover secrets and murder in the back country of 1920’s Idaho.**

"BASQUE MOON has gun fights and horse fights; cattlemen v. sheepmen v. moonshiners; aiplane dog; a handsome Basque sheriff, secrets, las and murder—Nellie Burns is a woman absolutely alive on the page, a heroine of extraordinary curiosity and courage—All of this in the 1920’s in the mountains of Idaho—Perfect—" Molly Giese, author of *Hearts of Heroes*

ISBN: 978-1-4328-3298-8

"The reader of MOONS...SHADOWS walks effortlessly into a West long behind us, in this gorgeously written, taut mystery—" Ridley Pearson, author of *The Red Room*

ISBN: 978-1-4328-3073-1

"Five Star Publishing – Frontier Fiction

Available in bookstores, libraries and online"
Kurtz, Mary B
At Home in the Elk River Valley: Reflections on Family, Place and the West
An insightful journey into the history, natural world and community of a special Colorado mountain valley. NIEA Finalist for Regional Non-Fiction and 2012 CIPA Bronze Winner for Non-Fiction. marybkurtz.com

Kirkpatrick, Jane
A Simple Gift of Comfort
ISBN: 9780578111179  Jane Kirkpatrick, Inc
When life is too stressed to read an entire book. Photographs, insights, encouragement. Open it anywhere to find poetic prose written by Mental Health professional and award-winning author. jkbooks.com

Homestead
A Natural History of Trail Ridge Road: Rocky Mountain National Park's Highway to the Sky
Trail Ridge Road is Colorado’s most famous scenic byway. Explore Rocky Mountain National Park’s natural history as the Road crosses five life zones in its climb to over 12,000 feet. jkbooks.com

Lohse, Joyce B
Spencer Penrose: Builder and Benefactor
Entrepreneur, mining magnate, showman, philanthropist, Spencer Penrose, along with his wife, Julie, benefited the Rocky Mountain region with development, style, and charity. Lohse’s seventh biography brings their story to life! LohseWorks.com

Stein, Donna Baier
The Silver Baron’s Wife
The Silver Baron’s Wife tells the saga of Baby Doe Tabor, a fascinating woman who searched for love and wealth in the heady silver mining days of 19th century Colorado. donnabainstein.com

Thomas, Heidi
Cowgirl Up! A History of Rodeo Women
A history of women’s rodeo. Cowgirls of the early twentieth century did it all, just like the men, only wearing skirts, sometimes with a baby waiting behind the chutes. heidimthomas.com

Weston, Julie
The Good Times Are All Gone Now: Life, Death and Rebirth in an Idaho Mining Town
ISBN: 978-6-8021-4071-9
This unfilching and beautifully written memoir of place shows clearly the gifts and perils at the heart of real people, real communities, real life. julieweston.com

Kirkpatrick, Jane
The Road to Beaver Park
ISBN: 9780991142927  Dog Ear Publishing
“Readers who love the West will find this collection of essays an insightful journey into the history, natural world and community of a special Colorado mountain valley.”

Lohse, Joyce B
Spencer Penrose: Builder and Benefactor
Entrepreneur, mining magnate, showman, philanthropist, Spencer Penrose, along with his wife, Julie, benefited the Rocky Mountain region with development, style, and charity. Lohse’s seventh biography brings their story to life!

Stein, Donna Baier
The Silver Baron’s Wife
The Silver Baron’s Wife tells the saga of Baby Doe Tabor, a fascinating woman who searched for love and wealth in the heady silver mining days of 19th century Colorado.

Thomas, Heidi
Cowgirl Up! A History of Rodeo Women
A history of women’s rodeo. Cowgirls of the early twentieth century did it all, just like the men, only wearing skirts, sometimes with a baby waiting behind the chutes.

Weston, Julie
The Good Times Are All Gone Now: Life, Death and Rebirth in an Idaho Mining Town
ISBN: 978-6-8021-4071-9
This unfilching and beautifully written memoir of place shows clearly the gifts and perils at the heart of real people, real communities, real life.

Moore, Lucy
Common Ground on Hostile Turf: Stories from an Environmental Mediator
Engaging stories (often stranger than fiction) about intractable conflicts and the personalities who make or break a solution. Moore’s lessons come from years as an environmental mediator in the west.

Moore, Lucy
Into the Canyon: Seven Years in Navajo Country
ISBN: 962334914  University of New Mexico Press
A poignant and often funny memoir about being young, white, and Engaging the heart of Navajoland in the 1960-70s. Offers cross-cultural insights into being an outsider in a foreign culture.

Moore, Lucy
Lucy Moore.com

Moore, Lucy
Common Ground on Hostile Turf: Stories from an Environmental Mediator
Engaging stories (often stranger than fiction) about intractable conflicts and the personalities who make or break a solution. Moore’s lessons come from years as an environmental mediator in the west.

Moore, Lucy
Into the Canyon: Seven Years in Navajo Country
ISBN: 962334914  University of New Mexico Press
A poignant and often funny memoir about being young, white, and Engaging the heart of Navajoland in the 1960-70s. Offers cross-cultural insights into being an outsider in a foreign culture.

Moore, Lucy
Lucy Moore.com
nonfiction/children's/YA fiction

Zanjani, Sally
A Mine of Her Own: Women Prospectors in the American West, 1850 - 1950
ISBN: 0-8032-4914-4  University of Nebraska Press
Now available in paperback! Reviewer Susan Armitage calls it “a lively and consistently engaging narrative solidly based in expertise.” A lost piece of women’s history.

Oswald, Nancy
Trouble on the Tracks
ISBN: 9780692411823  Filter Press, LLC
In 1896 Cripple Creek, Ruby and her donkey, Maude, face the notorious outlaw, Jake Hawker. A mistaken arrest is made, and Trouble, a cat with attitude, adds to the turmoil.

Gray, Erin
Moonshine Murder
ISBN: 9781617062083  Treble Heart Books
The cabin in the mountains is the only home seventeen-year-old Lenora has ever known. But when her father dies from tainted moonshine, she is forced into the at-risk role of moonshine distiller.

Foard, Sheila Wood
Harvey Girl
Heading west and taking a job as a Harvey Girl, underage Clara Massie struggles to learn the demanding Harvey Way and shed her farm-girl image to become a confident woman.

Cowboy Up!
Ride the Navajo Rodeo
In this unforgettable close-up view of a Navajo rodeo, narrated prose, lively prose, and evocative photographs show off riders, ropers, horses, bulls, and broncs. Junior Library Guild Selection; N&AZ Book Award; Notable Books for a Global Society.

Water Runs Through This Book
Exploring water, an essential ingredient of life, with prose, poetry, fact, and narrative with photos Jan Sonnenmair, this book provides a compelling rationale for readers to become protectors of this endangered resource.

Sarah Winnemucca
Devils Will Reign
ISBN: 0-87417-663-8  University of Nevada Press
Winner of the Evans Biography Award and the Westerners International Book Award. The moving story of one of the most influential and charismatic Native American women in history.

Sand to Stone and Back Again
Photographs, drawings, and text illustrate the life cycle of sandstone in the landscape of the desert Southwest—from hoodoos to arches—revealing how change creates beauty. Fulcrum Publishing.

Sarah Winnemucca
Sarah Winnemucca
ISBN: 0-8032-4917-9  University of Nebraska Press
Winner of the Evans Biography Award and the Westerners International Book Award. The moving story of one of the most influential and charismatic Native American women in history.

Bridger, Nancy
Water Runs Through This Book
Exploring water, an essential ingredient of life, with prose, poetry, fact, and narrative with photos Jan Sonnenmair, this book provides a compelling rationale for readers to become protectors of this endangered resource.

Zanjani, Sally
A Mine of Her Own: Women Prospectors in the American West, 1850 - 1950
ISBN: 0-8032-4914-4  University of Nebraska Press
Now available in paperback! Reviewer Susan Armitage calls it “a lively and consistently engaging narrative solidly based in expertise.” A lost piece of women’s history.

Gray, Erin
Moonshine Murder
ISBN: 9781617062083  Treble Heart Books
The cabin in the mountains is the only home seventeen-year-old Lenora has ever known. But when her father dies from tainted moonshine, she is forced into the at-risk role of moonshine distiller.

Foard, Sheila Wood
Harvey Girl
Heading west and taking a job as a Harvey Girl, underage Clara Massie struggles to learn the demanding Harvey Way and shed her farm-girl image to become a confident woman.

Cowboy Up!
Ride the Navajo Rodeo
In this unforgettable close-up view of a Navajo rodeo, narrated prose, lively prose, and evocative photographs show off riders, ropers, horses, bulls, and broncs. Junior Library Guild Selection; N&AZ Book Award; Notable Books for a Global Society.

Water Runs Through This Book
Exploring water, an essential ingredient of life, with prose, poetry, fact, and narrative with photos Jan Sonnenmair, this book provides a compelling rationale for readers to become protectors of this endangered resource.

Sarah Winnemucca
Devils Will Reign
ISBN: 0-87417-663-8  University of Nevada Press
Winner of the Evans Biography Award and the Westerners International Book Award. The moving story of one of the most influential and charismatic Native American women in history.

Sand to Stone and Back Again
Photographs, drawings, and text illustrate the life cycle of sandstone in the landscape of the desert Southwest—from hoodoos to arches—revealing how change creates beauty. Fulcrum Publishing.

Sarah Winnemucca
Sarah Winnemucca
ISBN: 0-8032-4917-9  University of Nebraska Press
Winner of the Evans Biography Award and the Westerners International Book Award. The moving story of one of the most influential and charismatic Native American women in history.
The Gingerbread Cowboy
Janet Squires and Holly Berry retell this classic tale with a Wild Western flair, filled with rodeo-romping fun!
Written by: Janet Squires
Illustrated by: Holly Berry
JanetSquires.blogspot.com

By Nancy Oswald
TROUBLE RETURNS
A Ruby and Maude Adventure
Book One
Rescue in Poverty Gulch
ISBN: 0-06-077863-6 Hardcover
ISBN: 0-06-077864-0 Library Binding
The Gingerbread Cowboy runs from the rancher’s wife, dashes past javelinas, and giddyups away from cattle grazing on the mesa. But what happens when he meets a sly coyote?
janetsquiresbooks.com

Mayo, C.M.
Mexico: A Traveler’s Literary Companion
“It will open your eyes, fill you with pleasure and render our perennial vecinos a little less distante.” – Los Angeles Times
“Highly recommended.” – Library Journal
www.prairiejourney.com

It’s 1925
The small cabin deep in the San Juan Mountains is the only home seventeen-year-old Lenora Giovannali has ever known.
But when her father dies from tainted moonshine, leaving her alone, she is forced into a life of danger.
www.ERINSGRAY.com

Anthology
It was a small, independent bookstore.

When young Savannah travels west on a dangerous journey with her family in 1880, she meets adventure head-on and becomes an unlikely hero.

Squires, Janet
The Gingerbread Cowboy
ISBN: 0-06-077993-8 Hardcover
ISBN: 0-06-077994-6 Library Binding
The Gingerbread Cowboy runs from the rancher’s wife, dashes past javelinas, and giddyups away from cattle grazing on the mesa. But what happens when he meets a sly coyote?
janetsquiresbooks.com
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“Highly recommended.” – Library Journal
www.prairiejourney.com

It’s 1925
The small cabin deep in the San Juan Mountains is the only home seventeen-year-old Lenora Giovannali has ever known.
But when her father dies from tainted moonshine, leaving her alone, she is forced into a life of danger.
www.ERINSGRAY.com
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Celebrate the Best of the West with New Bestsellers from TwoDot

Coming in 2017

The Pinks: Compelling new non-fiction from bestselling author Chris Enss.
7/1/17 978-1-4930-0833-9

Myths and Mysteries of the Old West, second edition.
4/1/17 978-1-4930-2828-3

The Huckleberry Cookbook, second edition.
6/1/17 978-1-4930-2836-8

Don’t forget these delicious titles:

Cowgirls in the Kitchen
9/1/16 978-1-4930-2408-7

Urban Cowgirl: From a Food Network up-and-comer.
5/1/17 978-1-4930-2562-6

To order these and additional titles from TwoDot, visit www.Rowman.com

Texas Tech University Press
Recent Releases

Chasm
Susan Cummings Miller
$29.95 pb 978-0-89672-915-5
$45.00 hc 978-0-89672-914-8

Finding Dorothy Scott
Letters of a WASP Pilot
Sarah Byrn Rickman
$24.95 hc 978-0-89672-972-8

Finding the Great Western Trail
Sylvia Ann Michelson
$34.95 hc 978-0-89672-953-8

Light in the Trees
Gail Polkins
$24.95 pb 978-0-89672-952-0
$33.00 hc 978-0-89672-951-3

Divinely Guided
The California Work of the Women’s National Indian Association
Valerie Sherer Mathes
$39.95 pb 978-0-89672-745-8

Liberty’s Christmas
Randall Platt
$19.95 hc 978-0-89672-766-3

Quite Contrary
The Litigious Life of Mary Bennett Love
David J. Langham, Jr.
$34.95 hc 978-0-89672-874-5

Mysteries of Love and Grief
Reflections on a Plainswoman’s Life
Sandra Scofield
$29.95 hc 978-0-89672-941-4

Texas Is Chilli Country
A Brief History with Recipes
Judy Alter
$19.95 pb 978-0-89672-946-9

Their Lives, Their Wills
Women in the Borderlands, 1760–1890
Amy M. Porter
$39.95 pb 978-0-89672-932-2

Order from Texas Tech University Press by calling (806) 742-2982 | www.tupress.org
Read and enjoy these award-winning stories at WomenWritingtheWest.org/LauraJournal

First Place
The Growing Season
by Wendy Claus

Second Place
The Wilkins Will
by Josephine Young

Third Place
The Trunk
by Teri Crane

Honorable Mention
Grabbing Hold
by Evelyn Hess

Honorable Mention
Fool’s Moon
by K. Lyn Wurth

Each year, the authors of the five winning stories are honored at the WWW Conference. All the short stories are set in the American West, past, present or future and have a female protagonist. The LAURA is named for American writer Laura Ingalls Wilder. 

Be part of the excitement next year. The LAURA Awards are open to all WWW members. For rules and application, see WomenWritingtheWest.org/LauraApplication
Congratulations!

The WILLA Literary Awards is a nationally recognized award given annually to writers for books featuring women’s or girls’ stories set in the West. Women Writing the West, a nonprofit association of writers and other professionals writing and promoting the Women’s West, underwrites and presents the awards. Only books initially published and copyrighted in 2016 (in any form) are eligible for the WILLA Literary Awards. In cases where the publication date and copyright date differ, copyright date shall prevail. Books previously released/published in ANY format (hardcover, softcover, e-book, CD, Internet download, POD, etc.) prior to 2016 are not eligible. All submissions must be made in bound hard copy form. Professional librarians select Winners and Finalists. Awards will be presented at the WWW annual conference in October, 2017.

Please obtain guidelines before entering. Complete award information and guidelines (including information for books published in electronic formats) are posted for downloading on the WWW web site: www.WomenWritingtheWest.org.

Contact WILLA Chair: Doris Baker at Doris@FilterPressBooks.com or by telephone at 719.481.2420.

** Complete one entry form per book entered
** Notate the category, author and title of each entry on checks

Please provide as much contact information as possible so that we may make appropriate notifications and/or request further information for promoting our award Winners and Finalists.

Title of Submission Published in 2016:  ___________________________________________________________________________________
ISBN: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Submitted By: __________________________________________  Author: _______________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________  Address: _______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________  City, State, Zip: _________________________________________________
Phone, Fax: ______________________________________________  Phone, Fax: _____________________________________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________  E-Mail: ________________________________________________________
Publisher: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Editor: _________________________________________________  Publicist: ____________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________  Address: ______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ___________________________________________  City, State, Zip: _________________________________________________
E-Mail: _________________________________________________  E-Mail: _______________________________________________________

** CATEGORY (please choose one – WWW reserves the right to add or delete categories or to move entries to other categories)
- Contemporary Fiction
- Historical Fiction
- Creative Nonfiction
- Scholarly Nonfiction
- Poetry
- Original Softcover Fiction (trade or mass market)
- Children’s and Young Adult Fiction and Nonfiction

Please include the following items with the entry form for submission to be judged:
- A check payable to “Women Writing the West,” $50 per entry.
- THREE non-returnable copies of each book entry, postmarked no later than February 1, 2017, to:
  - Contemporary Fiction: Dona Reid, 11991 East Road, Potter Valley, CA 95469
  - Historical Fiction: LaDene Morton, 5014 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, MO 64110
  - Creative Nonfiction: Bogid Ams, 3825 S. 18th St., Lincoln, NE 68502
  - Scholarly Nonfiction: Kayann Short, Stonebridge Farm, 5169 Ute Highway, Longmont, CO 80503
  - Poetry: Linda Hansenstrom, Windbreak House Retreats, P.O. Box 159, Homewood, SD 57744-0169
  - Original Softcover Fiction (trade or mass market): W. Michael Farmer, P.O. Box 158, Battery Park, VA 23304
  - Children’s and Young Adult Fiction and Nonfiction: Cindy Sazdel, 2221 Tamask, Paso TX 75023

Each book may be entered in only one category. THIS APPLICATION MAY BE PHOTOCOPIED.
sustaining members

Bakay, Doris
Barber, Jane V.
Black, Brenda
Boyce, Jacqueline
Creek, Elizabeth
Dallas, Sandra
Downing, Andrea
Duskwirth, Liz
Hafli, Doris
FARM, W. Michael
Fitzgerald, Karen Casey
Guent, Laurie
Hanks, Julie
Hill, Laurel Anne
Jones, Sheryl
Kirkpatrick, Jane
Kurtz, Mary B.
Lawrence, Jennifer
Lawrence, Mary S.
Maldonado, Bonnie S.
Martin, Caroline
Massey, Cynthia Lead
McCready, Betty
Nowak, Amy
O’Leary, Joan Kelker
Purt, Maria
Rickman, Sarah
Reit, Kara
Sandell, Irene (Cindy)
Thargelin, Pam
Trego, Alice B.
Triebel, Mary
Twist, Susan J.
Weston, Julie
Whealing, Jennifer J.
Wind, Dawn
Wise, Judith Bull
Wolcott, Jean Avinett
Wirth, Kelly L.

Because of these generous donations we are able to present a monetary prize to WILLA Award Winners.

Join the list! Donations of any amount are accepted throughout the year.

Thank you to all who have donated to the WWW WILLA Fund in 2015.

Natalie Bright
Author, Blogger, Speaker, Workshops for all ages:
—Story Craft
—Writing Your Family History
—Texas Ranching & Western Lifestyle
natalie@nataliebright.com

Teri Crane, MFA, LMFT
Coaching, Editorial Services, Classes
online/phone/in person
661-252-2569
mtnjy@yahoo.com

Teri Crane, MFA, LMFT
Coaching, Editorial Services, Classes
online/phone/in person
661-252-2569
mtnjy@yahoo.com

Linda M. Hasselstrom
Author of 15 Books
Writing retreats in-person and by email
P.O. Box 269
Hermosa, SD 57744
Info@windbreakhouse.com
facebook.com/windbreakhouse

CM. Mayo
C.M. Mayo’s MARFA MONDAYS podcasts: interviews apropos of book in-progress on Far West TX: lost art colony, bees, rock art, Mexican Revolution! cmmayo.com/marfa

Donor McCray
Fifteen plus years experience speaking and teaching the art of public speaking. Contact donorrccray@yahoo.com or leave a message at 719-579-0945.

Index

Arrington-Wolcott, Jann New Mexico Fiction 5
Bannister, Lynne California Fiction 4
Bartlett, Natalie Texas Member Focus 26
Broady, Linda Texas Fiction 4
Brown, Corinne Joy Colorado Fiction 4
Cox, Patricia Grady Arizona Fiction 4
Craze, Ted California Member Focus 28
Da, Barbara Idaho Fiction 4
Davedy, Adelita California Fiction 4
Filter Press Colorado Fiction 18
Fisher, Janet Oregon Fiction 6
Fitzpatrick, Kathleen Texas Fiction 6
Flood, Nancy Bo Colorado Chirken s/yA 17
Foard, Sheila Wood Missouri Chirken s/yA 16
Gagehabib, LaVerne Oregon Fiction 7
Glob Pequod/Two Dot Connecticut Various 21
Goog, Margaret Massachusetts Fiction 6
Gray, Erin Colorado Chirken s/yA 16, 19
Grayson, Elizabeth Missouri Fiction 7
Hasselstrom, Linda M South Dakota Member Focus 26
Hatfield, Shanna Oregon Fiction 9
High Plains Press Texas Nordicton Poetry 15
Hobbs, Bonnie Oregon Fiction 6
Isenberg, Janet Washington Fiction 6
Jagger, Parry Oregon Fiction 6, 7
Jenner, Frances Bonney Colorado Chirken s/yA 19
Jones, Andrea Colorado Nordicton 13
Kirk, Janice Minnesota Nordicton 14
Kirpatrick, Jane Oregon Fiction 6, 12
Kurtz, Mary B. Colorado Nordicton 13
Law, Amy Colorado Nordicton 14
Love, Joyce Oregon Nordicton 14
Massey, Cynthia Texas Nordicton 16

Mayo, C.M. California Fiction 7
McFadden, Roni California Fiction 14
McClave, Dorothy Colorado Member Focus 26
McLean, Ahsen L Utah Fiction 9
Moore, Lucy New Mexico Nordicton 14
Niederhammer, Carolyn Arizona Fiction 9
Novan, C.J. California Fiction 8
Owens, Nancy Colorado Children’s s/yA, 16, 18
Pal, Victoria Washington Fiction 9
Palang-Kempes, Leslie New Mexico Nordicton 15
Pronghorn Press Wyoming Fiction 11
Read, Jane Wilson North Carolina Fiction 8
Revell Publishing Michigan Fiction 12
Schroeder, Anne Oregon Fiction 8
Short, Kayann Colorado Member Focus 26
Squires, Janet California Fiction 10
Stein, Donna Bae New Jersey Fiction 15

Member Focus provides a space for Women Writing the West members to list talents and skills related to writing such as Editing Services, Speakers, Classes, Workshops, or Writing Retreats.

Kayann Short
Kayann Short, PhD, works with individuals & groups to find the heart of their story. Writer’s retreats available in renovated farm granary.
kayannshort.com

Donna Baier Stein
I teach Write Your First Novel Now for American Writers and Artists Institute (AWAI) and offer editing services.
donna@donnabaierstein.com

Heidi M. Thomas
Writing Services
Substantive & Copyediting
891 Tula Way
Chino Valley AZ 86323
360-391-3228
heidi@heidithomas.com

Alice D. Troge
Alice Troge Edits
Professional Editing & Proofreading
Journalism Background
401-576-5369
alicedetroge@me.com

Filter Press
P.O. Box 95
Palmer Lake, CO 80133
719-491-2420

Dennis@FilterPress.com
www.FilterPress.com
Contact: Dennis Baker

High Plains Press
P.O. Box 123, Glendo, WY 82213-0123
307-773-4577

Edith@HighPlainsPress.com
www.HighPlainsPress.com
Contact: Nancy Curtis

JET Literary Associates, Inc.
941 Calle Mejia #507, Santa Fe, NM 87501

505-790-7292
cpc@jetyellowlight.com
www.jetyellowlight.com
Contact: Elizabeth Trupin-Pulk

Pronghorn Press
P.O. Box 787, Greybull, WY 82426
307-765-2979

pronghornpress@tctwest.net
http://PronghornPress.com
Contact: Annette Chevalier
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Women Writing the West® – Membership Form

__New Member __Renewal __Rejoin

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Pseudonyms __________________________________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

ZIP+4 / Country ________________________________________________________________________________________

Telephone_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Fax __________________________________________________________________________________________________

E-mail ______________________________________________ Website __________________________________________

Membership is open to persons over age 18

❑ Annual Dues $65  ❑ Publisher Annual Dues $65  ❑ International Dues $70
❑ Charter/Sustaining Member $100  Total enclosed $ ______________

❑ Book Seller   Name of Business__________________________________________________________

❑ Reader/Fan ❑ Librarian ❑ Published Writer
❑ Unpublished Writer ❑ Publishing Business ❑ Agent
❑ Screenwriter ❑ Editor ❑ Reviewer/Critic
❑ Publicist ❑ Other______________________________________